
Honda CR-V
Genuine Accessories

 



CR-V identity

When you’re out and about enjoying life, it’s good to have your own style of play. That’s why we offer an impressive selection 

of Honda Genuine accessories to help you individualise your CR-V. Set your own style with a range of enhancements, and let 

everyone know that the world is your playground.

Choose exterior features to create the look you’re after – from rugged to sophisticated. Make your CR-V suit your needs by 

selecting features from side steps and roof racks to Bluetooth® phone system communication and DVD entertainment. 

Or keep it stylish with interior trims and sports alloys. 

The CR-V is all about action – so go for it!

CR-V model with Active Pack shown.



Exterior Styling

1-2 Front (1) and Rear* (2) Skid Plates (sold separately). Skid plates add a stylish rugged look to the CR-V and emphasise it’s powerful looks, 
while helping to protect your investment. 3 Sports Grille. Imposing, sophisticated and racy all at once, the sports grille adds intensity to the 
CR-V’s styling.

4 Rear Tailgate Spoiler. Finished with Modulo branding, the tail gate spoiler is designed to tastefully extend the aerodynamic lines of your CR-V; 
colour matched and styled to stand out in any location. 5-6 Side Step Set. Enhance the CR-V’s aggressive design and get in and out of your vehicle 
with ease. Improves access to roof racks, and makes it easier to enter and exit the vehicle. Available in Black Finish Type I with distinctive Modulo 
branding (5) and Metal Finish Type II (6) – sold separately.
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* The accessory Rear Skid Plate is not compatible with the accessory Tow Bar Kit.



Interior Styling

1 Fog Lights Set. Great for cutting through adverse weather conditions, precision optics provide a highly controlled light pattern to enhance visibility 
and safety. Standard on Sport and Luxury models.  2 Chrome Fog Light Garnish Set. Adding to the aesthetics of your CR-V, the addition of a chrome 
garnish set will blend in seamlessly with your fog lights. 3 Sports Exhaust Finisher. The sporty appearance of this Modulo-branded exhaust finisher 
adds a personal touch, and accentuates the dynamic lines of the CR-V. 4 Oval Exhaust Finisher. Enhance the sporty look at the rear of the vehicle. 
5 Mirror Cover Set. Adds the finishing touch to your well-appointed and personalised CR-V. 6 17” 7-Spoke Alloy Wheels. Designed to complement the 
CR-V’s stylish lines. When fitted, these impressive alloys definitely make a statement. For CR-V model only. 7 Wheel Lock Nut Set. Including a special 
keyed socket, wheel lock nuts help to protect your alloy wheels from theft. 
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8-9 Carbon-Style Steering Wheel Garnish (8) and Carbon-Style 9-Piece Interior Panel Trim Set (9) - sold separately. These quality trims give 
the interior a distinctive, sporty look and help add value to the vehicle, making it the perfect option for a custom look CR-V. 10 Wood Grain-Style 
9-Piece Interior Panel Trim Set. This sophisticated trim set is created to fit with the CR-V’s already sleek interior contours and enhance its style 
and design.

Exterior Styling
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1 Illuminated Door Sill Garnish 4-Piece Set*. Create a soothing ambience and enhanced styling when you open the door of your CR-V, while 
helping to protect your door sill from wear and tear.  2 Metal Finish Door Sill Garnish 4-Piece Set. Offers great protection and enhanced styling 
for your CR-V.  3 Accent Interior Light Set. Create a soothing ambience for the CR-V’s interior with blue accent lighting. 
4 Cigarette Lighter. Added convenience at your finger tips. 

Interior Styling
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Audio and Electronics

5 Bluetooth® Phone System#.  6 8.5” Multimedia Entertainment System.  7 Premium Tweeter Speaker Set. Heighten your listening experience. 
The tweeter set provides improved high frequency response for more detailed sound reproduction, and creates a more spacious sound stage. 
Standard on Sport and Luxury models. 8 Bass Works Speaker System. Enjoy an enhanced listening experience with a deeper and richer bass. 
Fully adjustable to the driver/passenger’s taste. Includes two high performance speakers and amplifier.
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Bluetooth® Phone System# 
      – communicating made easy. 

No matter where you’ve left your mobile phone in the 
car, this intelligent phone system lets you take calls with 
your hands on the steering wheel and your eyes on the 
road. Using versatile technology, the Bluetooth® Phone 
System is easy and safe to use. It automatically detects 
a call and conveniently turns down the audio system 
volume. Once the call ends, the audio system volume is 
automatically turned back up.
No wires, no cradles, no hassles.

8.5” Multimedia Entertainment System 
      – now playing in a Honda  near you.

Custom-built for your CR-V, the 8.5” Multimedia 

Entertainment System is an all-in-one DVD, CD and MP3 
player with audio that plays through your car’s sound 
system.
It offers your back seat passengers, young and old, 
the option of taking their own fun with them on long 
trips. This means fun for all the family, or just for 
the passengers using the supplied wireless infrared 
headphones. You can also plug in game consoles or a 
digital camera+.

#Bluetooth® is a trademark of Bluetooth® SIG, Inc. Visit www.honda.com.au/bluetooth for Bluetooth® Phone System compatibility to your device. +Devices must support 
composite video output.

*The accessory Illuminated Door Sill Garnish Set includes 2-piece illuminated front door sill garnish and 2-piece non-illuminated rear door sill garnish.

A sound investment
Keep everyone happy by choosing smart technologies, such as the Bluetooth® Phone System and Multimedia 
Entertainment System. Stay in touch with the outside world while creating a world of entertainment for your 
passengers.



Protection

1 Rear Park Assist 4-Piece Set. Standard on Luxury models. 2 Dust and Pollen Cabin Filter. 3 Rear Seat Saver#. Designed and tailored to help 
protect the lining of your back seats from wear, spills and stains. 4 Luggage Area Protector Liner+. Tailored to fit the boot of your CR-V and help 
protect the original fabric and trim from being scratched, dirty or becoming damaged in any other way.
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What does it take to ruin your investment?
Wear and tear on your vehicle may lead to premature depreciation, and hit your hip pocket when it comes 
time to sell. Keeping your Honda in showroom condition may help promote higher resale value and is now 
simple to do with Honda Genuine Protection Accessories.

Dust and Pollen Cabin Filter 
     – For a Clean Bill of Health

The air entering your vehicle can contain billions of 
tiny particles that can trigger allergies and affect 
your health. Pollen, dust, fungus, plant spores and 
everyday pollutants such as exhaust fumes and soot 
can be up to six times more concentrated inside your 
vehicle than when outside. A Honda Genuine Dust 
and Pollen Cabin Filter is an easy and efficient way to 
help be rid of them. 

Honda Genuine Rear Park Assist* 

      – A virtual sixth sense.

Imagine how easy life would be if you always had 
someone to guide you when moving back into a 
parking spot.  This is in effect what Honda Genuine 
Rear Park Assist does for you. If an object is within 
range of a Rear Park Assist sensor, the sensor 
detects its presence within the zones and depending 
on the distance will emit an audible beep. The closer 
you get to the object, the more frequent the beep 
sounds.

* Rear Park Assist should be used as a guide only. Always practice correct parking procedures and caution when reverse parking. # The accessory Rear Seat Saver is not compatible 
with the accessory Rear Armrest Tray. + The accessory Luggage Area Protector Liner is not compatible with the accessory Double Deck Cargo Shelf.

5-6 Bonnet Protector. The hard-wearing acrylic helps to protect the bonnet from paint chips and marks which may reduce the resale value of your 
vehicle. Available in Premium Dark Tint (5) and Clear (6) – sold separately. 7-8 Deluxe Chrome (7) and Standard (8) Door Visor 4-Piece Set (sold 
separately). Door Visors help prevent fogging and allow you to enjoy fresh air while driving in all weather conditions. 
9 Headlight Protector Set. The hard-wearing acrylic helps to shield the headlights from damage. 10-11 Front and Rear Floor Mat Set. Help to 
protect the carpeting of your CR-V from daily wear and tear. Available in Deluxe Carpet (10) or Black All-Weather Rubber (11) - sold separately.
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1 Luggage Area Protector Tray. This custom-fit addition, with its precise fitting lip is designed to protect the cargo area floor from spills, wear and 
tear. 2 Cargo Area Cover. Help conceal and protect your valuables from opportunists as well as UV rays. This retractable cover integrates easily 
with the reclining seat and 40/20/40 features. Standard on Sport and Luxury models. 3 Car Body Cover. Falling branches, birds and dust can all 
scratch your vehicle. Help protect the paint on your CR-V with a genuine car body cover. Easily installed and removed in minutes.  4 Rear Bumper 
and Bootlip Protector. Protect the rear bumper and bootlip from everyday wear and tear.  5 Touch-up Paint. 6 Leather Maintenance Kit. Further 
protection for the interior of your CR-V. For Luxury model only.
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Touring, Cargo and StorageProtection

7-8  Roof Rack Set (75kg weight capacity). Conveniently carry items such as bikes and skis outside the vehicle. The versatile Roof Rack Set is 
designed to be used with Honda Genuine Cargo Accessories.  Available in Black Finish Type I (7) or Metal Finish Type II (8) - sold separately.  
9 5 Row Ski or Snowboard Attachment.
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Easy and versatile touring and cargo Storage

We’re all looking for a way to escape the day-to-day grind. Honda Genuine roof racks and accessories allow 
you to achieve this effortlessly and free up internal space. They blend seamlessly with the sleek lines of your 
vehicle to conveniently carry items such as skis, bikes, kayaks, surfboards,  and more. 

TYPE  I

TYPE  II



Touring, Cargo and Storage

1 Bike Attachment (for Type I Roof Rack Set). 2 Bike Attachment (for Type II Roof Rack Set). 3 Kayak Attachment. 4 Surfboard Attachment. 
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5 Roof Box (50kg weight capacity). 6 Pet and Luggage Guard. Keeps animals and items in the luggage area. 7 Double Deck Cargo Shelf*. Place 
heavier items below and lighter items on the shelf. Or store the shelf away until you need it. Standard on Sport and Luxury models. 
8 Organiser Box. Keeps your boot tidy and folds away flat. 9 Cargo Net. The tight fitting flexible cord construction helps prevent cargo damage. 
10 Rear Armrest Tray#. Rear seat passengers can store ‘extras’ in the multiple compartments. 11 Tow Bar Kit+ and Chrome Tow Ball (sold 
separately). Designed to Honda’s strict specifications, accommodates your lifestyle options. Maximum towing capacities: Trailer with brake (twin 
axle trailer): 1,500kg, Trailer without brake (twin axle trailer): 600kg, Trailer with brake (single axle trailer): 1,200 kg, Trailer without brake (single 
axle trailer): 600kg. Refer to Owner’s Manual for full details. 12 Tongue and Towball Storage Bag. Accessory Chrome Tow ball not included.
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* The accessory Double Deck Cargo Shelf is not compatible with the accessory Luggage Area Protector Liner. # The accessory Rear Armrest Tray is not compatible with the 
accessory Rear Seat Saver. + The accessory Tow Bar Kit is not compatible with the accessory Rear Skid Plate.



Action-Packed

Introducing the Active Pack for CR-V
The CR-V Active Pack completes the picture, adding style, convenience and function to an impressive 

vehicle. It’s even easier to be active in your CR-V when it’s equipped with roof racks, side steps and 

Bluetooth® phone system. The exhaust finisher and door sill garnish give it a sports edge, while the 

luggage tray, door visors, pollen filter and floor mats provide protection. Be active, be comfortable and 

be smart – it’s simple with the CR-V Active Pack.
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CR-V Active Pack
Side Step Set (Type II)

Oval Exhaust Finisher

Bluetooth® Phone System

Metal Finish Door Sill Garnish

Door Visor Set (Standard-type) 

Dust and Pollen Cabin Filter

Deluxe Carpet Mat Set

Luggage Area Protector Tray

Roof Rack Set (Type I) 
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Escape w
ith ease
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ake a quick getaw
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onda G
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 lines, they conveniently carry skis, 

bikes, snow
boards, surfboards, kayaks and m

ore. 

Protect your investment
Don’t let daily wear and tear depreciate your  

new CR-V. Keep it in showroom condition  

with Honda Genuine Protection Accessories.
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Choose sleek and sporty 
Honda Genuine exterior styling accessories give the  

CR-V an imposing profile. Enhance the sleek aerodynamic  

lines, add to visibility and safety, and create a distinctive look. 

H
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.au/accessories
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